The development of badminton in the world is advancing around the world. European countries also began to be able to compete with Asia. Many countries that compete with Indonesian badminton, Indonesia and even outdated with other Asian countries. Achievements Indonesian badminton has begun to decline. Few world championship athletes that can be achieved by Indonesia. Many Indonesian people are prihgatin with achievement Indonesia, so many people who want to practice badminton, they practiced in various places, some are practicing on the road, at the soccer field, even in the open. Actually, badminton training center already widely established in Indonesia. Many potential young athletes who have been born in different places in Indonesia badminton training. Each training places to be the best race. All of that to improve performance badminton Indonesia.

Badminton training center aims to provide facilities for people who want their hobby. In addition Badminton Training Centre is to print outstanding athletes who can fix bulutamgkis in Indonesia.